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Abstract: We report a combined QM/MM study on the mechanism of the reductive half-reaction of aldehyde
oxidoreductase. Five possible pathways are explored concerning the binding mode of acetaldehyde and
the catalytic effect of the nearby glutamic acid (Glu869), taking both possible protonation states into account.
In the most favorable pathway, Glu869 participates and acts as a Lewis base to deprotonate the labile
hydroxide group. This proton transfer is essential for the high activity of the enzyme toward substrate because
it increases the nucleophilicity of the migrating O atom and strengthens the electrophilicity of the target C
atom in the substrate. The subsequent product-forming reactions occur in two discrete steps, first nucleophilic
attack and then hydride transfer, which implies that the oxidation of aldehyde is a two-electron process. A
variant of this mechanism, with an additional water molecule bridging the Glu869 side chain and the
substrate, has similar barriers. Judging from previous gas phase calculations and our present QM/MM
data, the catalytic effect of Glu869 mainly lowers the barrier of the nucleophilic attack so that the hydride
transfer becomes the rate-determining step in the reductive half-reaction.

1. Introduction

Mononuclear molybdenum enzymes1-5 constitute a large
class of enzymes possessing a pterin cofactor (see Scheme 1)
which coordinates to the metal center and may have different
forms in different enzymes. They are generally categorized into
three families by the structural homology of the active site:1,6

xanthine oxidase, sulfite oxidase, and DMSO reductase. Im-
portant members of the first family are aldehyde oxidoreductase
(AOR), xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH), and xanthine oxidase
(XO). All these enzymes catalyze the oxidation of their target
substrates, aldehydes or xanthine. The mechanism of these
enzymatic reactions has been studied both theoretically7-13 and
experimentally.14-26

Structure-based catalytic mechanisms for the reductive half-
reaction have been proposed14-17 and adopted for the xanthine
oxidase family. The oxygen source consumed in the biological
hydroxylation process catalyzed by xanthine oxidase is recog-
nized experimentally to be water rather than atmospheric
oxygen, and the labile O should attach to the Mo center at the
proximal position prior to the single turnover.18 It has been
suggested that a proton transfer from molybdenum-bound water
to the nearby glutamate activates the cofactor. The substrate
then interacts with the Mo-cofactor with high stereospecificity
to induce the so-called reductive half-reaction. The release of
the carboxylic acid product may be assisted by the transient
coordination of glutamate to the metal center which will be
replaced by a new water.

Due to the participation of glutamate in the metabolism, it is
conceivable that the activity of the enzyme could be affected
by the pH of the environment. The pH-dependence of the XO
activity toward xanthine and lumazine19 as well as 1-methyl-
xanthine20 has been explored, and a Lewis base-catalyzed
scheme14,17 by the glutamate at the proximal position of the
coordinated Mo-center (Glu1261 in XO and Glu869 in AOR)
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has been proposed. The experiments on temperature-dependent
transient kinetics20,21 suggest that there is at least one intermedi-
ate in the course of the turnover of xanthine to the product.

Debates on how Mo and the labile O interact with each other
in the resting state have focused on three candidates: Mo-OH2,
Mo-OH, and Mo)O. The possibility of a Mo)O double bond
was ruled out in an investigation that proposed a Mo-O single
bond conformation22 which is consistent with previous sugges-
tions23 and EPR experiments.25 In another recent contribution,
the labile O was experimentally determined by George and co-
workers26 to be a hydroxide ligand instead of a bound water
molecule. In this work, an EXAFS analysis gave detailed
information on the pH dependence of the Mo-cofactor confor-
mation: the bond length of Mo-O(labile) shortens from 1.97
Å to 1.75 Å upon the increase of pH from 6 to 10. The value
of 1.75 Å is in the range of Mo-O bond lengths (average: 1.77
Å) found in crystallographic databases.27 Hence, Lewis base-
assisted deprotonation is invoked to abstract a proton from
Mo-OH to produce a Mo-O (or Mo)O) bond, and the labile
O is assigned to be -OH.26

On the theoretical side, there have been a number of QM
model studies that mainly focused on the oxidation of formal-
dehyde7,9,12 or formamide.10-13 In one case, acetaldehyde or
formamidine were investigated as substrates.12 The pterin cofactor

(see Scheme 1) was normally modeled by a [S-CR)CR-S]2-

ligand, R being hydrogen7,9,10,13 or a methyl group,11,12 so that
the active species was represented by the negatively charged com-
plex [(S-CR)CR-S)Mo()S)()O)(-OH)]- in most studies.7-13

Amano et al. also considered the deprotonated and thus dianionic
complex [(S-CH)CH-S)Mo()S)()O)(-O)]2-, as well as a
larger cofactor model.13 None of the studies reported so far included
a model for Glu869.

Two essentially different pathways have been identified, a
concerted and a stepwise mechanism (see Scheme 2). For the
concerted mechanism, a prohibitive barrier of 78 kcal/mol
(relative to the infinitely separated reactants) was obtained in a
UMP2/Lanl2DZ study with formamide as substrate.10 Ilich and
Hille11 investigated the substituent effect of the Mo-cofactor
by comparing the native form of the cofactor (sulfido) to the
desulfo-form (oxo or tellurido) at the MP2 level. They found
barriers for the reaction between the three congeners and
formamide of 91, 78, and 75 kcal/mol for O, S, and Te,
respectively, implying that the Mo)O form is inert.

An all-electron DFT(BP86) study9 with formaldehyde as
substrate located a stable intermediate prior to the hydride
transfer step, which implies a stepwise mechanism. The barrier
for the formation of the intermediate was not computed, while
the hydride transfer was calculated to require an activation of
7.7 kcal/mol. The overall reaction was found to be thermoneu-
tral, and hence suggested to be reversible.

The most complete study at the DFT(B3LYP) level of theory
was reported by Zhang and Wu.12 Two possible pathways,
concerted and stepwise, were investigated for the reaction with the
substrate formaldehyde. For the stepwise pathway, a nucleophilic
attack happens first to form the O(labile atom)-C(substrate) bond
followed by a hydride transfer step with cleavage of the C-H and
formation of the S-H bond. The barriers for the two steps were
calculated to be 17.8 and 5.4 kcal/mol, respectively. For the

Scheme 1. Pterin Cytosine Dinucleotide (PCD) Cofactor in AOR

Scheme 2. Mechanisms Considered in Previous Theoretical Worka

a(i) protonated cofactor: concerted and stepwise pathways, see refs 9, 10 and 12 (ii) deprotonated cofactor (without proton shown in red): concerted
pathway, see ref 13 (stepwise pathway not found).
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concerted pathway which treats the nucleophilic attack and hydride
transfer as a concomitant process, a lower barrier was obtained
(11.9 kcal/mol). Solvent effects were taken into account using the
PCM model and were found not to change the preference for the
concerted path. However, there is experimental evidence against
such a concerted mechanism12 in the case of the oxidation of
xanthine by xanthine oxidase. It is known from isotope-labeling
experiments that the labeled oxygen from the Mo-18OH is
transferred to the product18 and that the product is bound via this
labeled oxygen, as has been proven in the case of violapterin
oxidized by xanthine oxidase.28

In a recent study, Amano et al.13 applied DFT(B3LYP) and
correlated ab initio methods up to CCSD(T) to calculate energy
profiles using formamide as a substrate. They considered
concerted and stepwise mechanisms both for protonated and
deprotonated cofactor models. The reported DFT(B3LYP) and
CCSD(T) barriers are in the range of 39-42 kcal/mol (concerted/
protonated, stepwise/protonated) and 35-38 kcal/mol (concerted/
deprotonated), respectively, while a stepwise mechanism with
a deprotonated cofactor could not be found. The authors
conclude that a one-step mechanism with a deprotonated active
site is most plausible.

QM model studies can provide valuable mechanistic insights
at the molecular level, but they normally do not include the
effects of the protein/solvent environment. This is achieved by
QM/MM methods which have become a popular alternative for
exploring enzymatic reactions with reasonable accuracy and
affordable computational cost.29 Here we report our recent
QM/MM studies on the reductive half-reaction of aldehyde
oxidoreductase with acetaldehyde as substrate. We have inves-
tigated five possible pathways to compare the concerted and
stepwise protocols and to evaluate the importance of Glu869,
checking both possible protonation states. Compared with
published QM model studies (see above), pathways A and B
(with protonated cofactor) have common features with the
previously considered concerted and stepwise mechanisms,
respectively. No QM equivalents to pathways C-E have been
reported so far; a stepwise mechanism with deprotonated
cofactor (as in pathway C) has been searched for, but could not
be located at the QM level.13 Our QM/MM calculations suggest
that the reductive half-reaction is a three-step process, and
support the Lewis base-assisted scheme with deprotonated
Glu869 which activates the nucleophilic attack.

2. Methods

Initial coordinates were taken from the X-ray crystal structure30

(PDB Code: 1VLB, resolution: 1.28 Å) obtained from DesulfoVibrio
gigas. The Mo)OR1 group of the desulfo-form was replaced by
Mo)SR1 to prepare the active form. The protonation states of the
titratable residues (His, Glu, Asp) were chosen based on the pKa

values given by the empirical PROPKA procedure31 and verified
through visual inspection. The total charge of the whole system
was -12e. In addition, we built a neutral system with zero net
charge by selectively protonating titrable residues on the surface
of the protein. A partial solvation scheme was used to solvate the
region of 35 Å around the Mo center by overlaying a water ball on
the enzyme. A potential was imposed on the water sphere to prevent
the free water molecules from escaping into the vacuum. The

solvated systems were then relaxed by performing energy mini-
mizations and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at the MM
level using the CHARMM27 force field32 as implemented in the
CHARMM program.33 During the classical energy minimizations
and MD simulations, an active region was defined to include the
residues within 20 Å, and the water molecules within 35 Å around
the Mo atom. The residues and water outside the active region as
well as the non-hydrogen atoms of pterin, the pyrano group (dithio-
Mo()O)()S)(OH)-ene) and the C)O group of the substrate were
fixed. The equilibrated systems (see Figure 1) contained 23357
atoms, including 3237 TIP3P water molecules and 5 ions (two Mg2+

and three Cl-).
The chosen QM/MM methodology is analogous to that used in

our previous studies. Here we briefly mention some aspects relevant
to the present work. Minimized snapshots from the MD trajectories
were taken as the initial structures for QM/MM optimization. In
the QM/MM calculations, the QM part was treated by the
B3LYP34-39 density functional method, and the MM part was
described by the CHARMM27 force field. An electronic embedding
scheme40 was adopted in the QM/MM calculations, the MM charges
were incorporated into the one-electron Hamiltonian of the QM
calculation, and the QM/MM electrostatic interactions were evalu-
ated from the QM electrostatic potential and the MM partial charges.
No cutoffs were introduced for the nonbonding MM and QM/MM
interactions. Hydrogen link atoms with the charge shift model41,42

were employed to treat the QM/MM boundary. The TURBOMOLE
program43 was used for the QM treatment in the QM/MM
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Figure 1. AOR with solvent shell from partial solvation setup.
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calculations. The CHARMM27 force field was run through the
DL_POLY program44 to handle the MM part of the systems. The
QM/MM calculations were performed with the ChemShell pack-
age45 that integrates the TURBOMOLE and DL_POLY programs
and also performs geometry optimization with the HDLC opti-
mizer.46

Three QM regions were adopted in the QM/MM calcula-
tions (Figure 2). The QM region R0 represents the simplest
model containing only the molybdenum-cofactor model
[Mo(S2C2H2)()O)(OH)()S)]- and the substrate acetaldehyde
(CH3CHO). Since the residue Glu869 is conserved within the XO
family and essential for the activity of XHD,47 it is reasonable to
include it in the QM part: QM region R1 is obtained from R0 by
adding part of the side chain of Glu869 (-CH2CO2

-). QM region
R2 contains an additional water molecule in the active site. For
one of the pathways we employ a variant of QM region R1 called
R1p with protonated Glu869 (-CH2CO2H). The total charge of
the QM region is -1 for R0 and R1p, and -2 for R1 and R2. The
atom labels shown in Figure 2 are taken from the crystal structure
1VLB. Whenever necessary, they will be specified more precisely
in the format Resname:AtomName, for example as AALD:O2 for
atom O2 in acetaldehyde.

Two basis sets were employed that are defined as follows:
B1: Lanl2DZ48 + f polarization49 for Mo, Lanl2DZ50 + d

polarization51 for S, and 6-31+G**52,53 for the rest (C, H, O); this
is the basis used in ref 12.

B2: Standard def2-TZVP basis set54 composed of ECP-28-
MWB-TZVext55+P(f) for Mo, TZV′+P(21/1) for S, TZVPP for
C, O, TZP for H.

For QM region R1, B1 and B2 contain 316 and 552 basis
functions, respectively. All pathway calculations and optimizations
of stationary points were done using basis B1 in combination with
the B3LYP hybrid functional. In addition, the stationary points on
the energetically favored pathway C were reoptimized using the
larger basis B2 in combination with the functionals BP86,34-36,56,57

BLYP,34,36,39 B3LYP34-39 and BHLYP.34,36,39,58

In geometry optimizations at the QM/MM level, the active
optimized region included the QM region and all residues and water
molecules of the MM region within 10 Å around the Mo-center
(see Supporting Information for a detailed list). Reaction paths were
scanned along suitably defined reaction coordinates by performing
constrained optimizations at each point. This provided starting
structures for subsequent full optimizations of all relevant stationary
points which employed the low-memory Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm for minima and the parti-
tioned rational function optimizer (P-RFO) for transition states, as
implemented in the HDLC code.46 We ensured by careful reaction
path optimization and visual inspection of the optimized structures
that the computed stationary points are connected by continuous
pathways. Freqency calculations on the QM region confirmed that
all reported transition states are characterized by a dominant
transition vector that corresponds to the investigated reaction.

3. Results

Our mechanistic studies on aldehyde oxidoreductase at the
QM/MM level start from the hydroxide-bound resting state. Five
pathways (A-E) were investigated which differ with regard to
the interaction between the cofactor and substrate, the mecha-
nistic role and protonation state of Glu869, and the involvement
of water. The neutral model system was used to perform the
calculations on Pathways A, B, and C, while the charged model
was used for Pathways C and D. For Pathway E, we set up a
second neutral system with protonated Glu869, starting at the
product side with bound acetic acid. All energies values given
in this section are QM/MM energies (i.e., including QM, MM,
and QM/MM interaction terms), without zero-point and thermal
corrections. Unless noted otherwise, these energies were ob-
tained using B3LYP/B1 as QM treatment.

3.1. Pathway A: Concerted Reaction. Pathway A is concerted
and similar to the one considered in the QM model system.12

The reaction proceeds by the simultaneous formation of the
C2-OM2 and SR1-H2 bonds (see Scheme 3). The reaction
coordinate was therefore defined as dC2-H2–dOM2-C2–dSR1-H2.
Transition state (TS) optimization gave a barrier of 20.2
kcal/mol using QM region R0. This value is slightly higher than
that found in corresponding QM model calculations (18.5
kcal/mol for acetaldehyde12) which may be due to the intrinsic
constraints of the protein in the active site. Without direct
information on the topology of the active site in the substrate-
bound enzyme, we rely on the crystal structure of inhibitor-
bound enzyme where there are three water molecules helping
to anchor the inhibitor through H-bond interactions with the
nearby residue Arg501. In our setup, these water molecules are
conserved and may be involved in H-bond interactions with
the substrate. In fact, on the energy surface for moving
acetaldehyde to the cofactor, there is a very shallow region in
the beginning until the OM2-C2 distance is around 3 Å (see
Supporting Information). The closer approach of acetaldehyde
to the cofactor implies some loss of hydrogen bonding with
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Figure 2. Definition of the QM regions.
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the water molecules which is expected to make a minor
contribution to the barrier.

We have also studied the concerted path by including residue
Glu869 in the QM region (i.e., using QM region R1) and
allowing it to participate in the reaction (see Scheme 3). The
calculations on the neutral model predict a barrier of 20.2 kcal/
mol which is same as that from R0 calculations. In spite of this
similarity, there are differences concerning HOM2. In the
reactant, there is an H-bond interaction between Glu869:OE1
and HOM2, which is conserved throughout the R0 calculation.
By contrast, in the R1 calculation, this interaction is lost, and
HOM2 forms a new bond with Glu869:OE2. The electrostatic
effect from Glu869 was examined by setting the point charges
in the side chain of Glu869 to zero in an additional R0 test
calculation; the barrier was found to increase by about 8 kcal/
mol, and the reaction became endothermic by 4 kcal/mol. This
clearly demonstrates the stabilizing electrostatic effect of Glu869
on this pathway.

Figure 3 shows the stationary points found at the R1/B1 level.
A five-membered ring forms in this phase, and we observe the
partial formation of C2-OM2 (1.667 Å) and SR1-H2 (1.683
Å), as well as the partial cleavage of Mo-OM2 (2.070 Å) and
C2-H2 (1.298 Å).59 The Mo)S bond is weakened and is
becoming a single bond (2.243 Å). These geometrical changes
reflect the concerted nucleophilic attack and hydride transfer
(see also the population analysis in Figure S3 of the Supporting
Information).

3.2. Pathway B: Initial Dative Bond between Mo and
Substrate. Since the Mo atom can generally be penta- or hexa-
coordinated, we have considered an alternative pathway B with
initial coordination of the substrate. The first step in pathway
B is the formation of a dative C2-OM2 bond coupled with the
coordination of AALD:O2 to Mo. An intermediate is obtained
with OM2 shared by Mo and AALD:C2. Rotation around the
C2-OM2 bond then breaks the interaction between Mo and
OM2. The last step is the hydride transfer (H2) from acetalde-
hyde to SR1 (see Scheme 4).

The possible binding of the carbonyl oxygen of aldehyde to
molybdenum was proposed in a previous crystallographic

study15 but was characterized as being unfavorable in a recent
QM study.12 We carried out calculations on this pathway to
find out whether it can become a possible channel for the
oxidation of acetaldehyde when the protein environment is
included. As the results with QM regions R0 and R1 are very
similar (see Supporting Information), we discuss only the R1
results.

For pathway B, all calculations gave a mechanism in which
the nucleophilic attack and hydride transfer happen sequen-
tially. The migration of OM2 to C2 occurs first and an
intermediate forms. Hence, we defined the reaction coordinate
for formation of the C2-OM2 bond, coupled with the
coordination of the carbonyl group (O2) of the substrate to
the Mo atom, and the following reorientation of the hydroxide
group as dMo-OM2–dOM2-C2. The final hydride transfer is
represented by the reaction coordinate dC2-H2–dH2-SR1 and
yields the product acetic acid and the cofactor in its reduced
form.

In a previous QM study, Wu and Zhang12 explored the
possibility of the formation of a Mo-O dative bond between
the cofactor model and formaldehyde, and reported a barrier of
17.8 kcal/mol for the nucleophilic attack. In the QM/MM
calculations, the interactions with the surrounding protein
environment favor a different orientation of the hydrogen bond
network around the hydroxo group, and in addition, the enzyme
provides a lipophilic region (Phe425, Tyr535) that further helps
to orient the substrate (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). This leads to somewhat different transition states:
in the QM study, the O2 atom attaches to the Mo atom from
the position trans to OM1 (proximal position) to form a distorted
octahedral intermediate, while in the QM/MM study, we do not
observe any coordination of the substrate from the proximal
position where the negatively charged Glu869 is situated and
prevents a facile approach of the O2 atom which instead comes
in between OM1 and OM2. If we consider the QM/MM
transition structure as a distorted octahedron, the O2 atom
occupies one equatorial position (in a plane together with S7′,

(59) Smith, P. D.; Slizys, D. A.; George, G. N.; Young, C. G. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2000, 122, 2946–2947.

Figure 3. Structures for the concerted pathway from R1/B1 calculations.

Scheme 3. Mechanism of the Concerted Reaction
(Total Charge -2)

Figure 4. QM/MM energy profile for pathway B from R1/B1 calculations
(neutral system).
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S8′, and SR1), and OM2 moves down to stay on the axis
containing the OM1 and Mo atoms. The corresponding struc-
tures are shown in Scheme 5.

The energy profile for pathway B is depicted in Figure 4.
The initial nucleophilic attack of the hydroxide group
(OM2-HOM2) via TS1 has to overcome a barrier of 15.4
kcal/mol. The resulting intermediate (IM1) is a shallow mini-
mum, and the dissociation of the Mo-OM2 bond (i.e., the
reorientation of the OM2-HOM2 group) via TS2 requires an
activation of only 1.0 kcal/mol. The final hydride transfer via

TS3 has a barrier of 8.5 kcal/mol (relative to IM2). The rate-
determining barrier of 15.4 kcal/mol for TS1 is lower than the
corresponding QM value (21.9 kcal/mol12). The overall reaction
is exothermic by 21.3 kcal/mol.

Compared to pathway A, the formation of the hexa-
coordinated molybdenum complex not only guides the reaction
to a stepwise mechanism, but also decreases the activation
energy significantly. This suggests that the stepwise pathway

Scheme 4. Mechanism of Pathway B (Total Charge -2)

Figure 5. Selected stationary points along pathway B from R1/B1 calculations.

Scheme 5. Difference in the Coordination Pattern for TS1 in QM
and QM/MM Work

Figure 6. QM/MM energy profile for pathway C from R1/B1 calculations
on the neutral model.
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is more favorable for the reductive half-reaction, with the
nucleophilic attack of hydroxide to acetaldehyde being the rate-
determining step for this pathway.

Figure 5 shows selected stationary points along this pathway.
We can see that in the intermediate (IM2), the OM2-HOM2
group migrates to the target C atom (AALD:C2) of the substrate
and the AALD:O2 atom bridges Mo and C2 (distances of 1.901
and 1.448 Å, respectively). After the hydride transfer, the
interaction between Mo and O2 is weakened due to the recovery
of the C2)O2 double bond.

For each of the pathways A and B considered so far, R0 and
R1 calculations (without and with Glu869 in the QM region)

gave similar results. This indicates that the role of Glu869 can
be equally well described at the MM and QM level in these
two mechanistic scenarios where Glu869 serves as an H-bond
acceptor. This is no longer true for pathways C and D which
involve an initial proton transfer from the Mo-cofactor to Glu869
that acts as a base. The QM/MM calculations for pathways C
and D will therefore employ the larger QM regions R1 and R2,
respectively.

3.3. Pathway C: Glu869 Promoted Pathway. Pathway C
consists of three steps and starts with a proton transfer
(HOM2) from the Mo-cofactor to Glu869 prior to the
reductive half-reaction. The Glu869:OE1 and AALD:O2

Scheme 6. Mechanism of Pathway C (Total Charge -2)

Figure 7. Stationary points along pathway C from R1/B1 calculations.
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atoms are bridged by the proton (HOM2), and thus there is
no coordination between Mo and O2 as observed in Pathway
B (see Scheme 6).

A recent mutation study on xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH)47

indicates that the glutamate (Glu730, corresponding to Glu869
in AOR) is essential for catalysis and may contribute ∼10
kcal/mol in stabilizing the transition state. A Lewis base-assisted
scheme has been proposed to address the crucial role of
glutamate.60 In the following, we explore this scheme in which
a proton transfer step from the Mo-cofactor to the deprotonated
Glu869 occurs prior to the nucleophilic attack step.

The current QM/MM calculations suggest that the proton
transfer from Mo-cofactor to Glu869 does not happen spontane-
ously during the formation of the OM2-C2 bond. Hence, to
take the catalytic effect of residue Glu869 into account explicitly,
we moved the proton PCD:HOM2 to Glu869. This step was
found to have a barrier of 4.7 kcal/mol for the neutral model
(3.5 kcal/mol for the charged model), and the proton could stay
on Glu869 only with the assistance of the H-bond acceptor
nearby, the substrate AALD. The proton transfer produces an
intermediate (IM1) wherein the Mo-cofactor and AALD are
bridged by this proton (HOM2) through H-bond interactions
(see Figure 6).

In the intermediate, a new Mo)O bond is formed between
Mo and OM2 (1.74 Å, comparable to the axial Mo)OM1 bond)
and the oxo-group (OM2) is expected to be more active toward
the reaction with acetaldehyde. The calculated barrier for the
nucleophilic attack is found to be 5.6 kcal/mol (QM/MM energy
relative to IM1, 7.6 kcal/mol for the charged model).

In contrast to the significant activation of the nucleophilic
attack step by Glu869, the following hydride transfer is not
affected much. The barrier to the hydride transfer in pathway
C is calculated to be 8.5 kcal/mol (relative to IM2, 8.6
kcal/mol for the charged model) which is comparable to the
values in pathway B. Hence, the main role of Glu869 as a base
is to activate the hydroxide addition to the substrate, while it
has little effect on the barrier to the hydride transfer. The barrier
for the hydride transfer is slightly larger than that for the
C2-OM2 bond formation (by 2.9 kcal/mol for the neutral
model). Thus, hydride transfer becomes the rate-determining
step in pathway C.

Unlike pathways A and B, pathway C involves a two-step
proton transfer from OM2 to AALD:O2 in the semiacetal
intermediate (IM2). By excluding Glu869 from the QM region,
we calculated the direct proton transfer in a single step and
obtained a similar exothermicity as for pathway C (-11.2
kcal/mol vs -8.9 kcal/mol) but a much larger barrier of 23.4
kcal/mol. This underlines the crucial mechanistic role of Glu869:
the initial proton transfer on pathway C is facile only if it
proceeds as a two-step process via an intermediate (IM1) where
the proton is “stored” at Glu869.

The semiacetal intermediate (IM2), the precursor for the
hydride transfer step, is the same as the one on pathway B.
Thus, the QM/MM calculations predict an identical energy
profile for the last step in pathways B and C (neutral model).

The optimized geometries along pathway C are similar
for the charged and neutral models, and therefore we only show
the stationary points obtained from the calculations on the
neutral model in Figure 7. As can be seen here, after the proton
transfer, the migrated proton HOM2 acts as a bridge to
acetaldehyde through an H-bond interaction with OM2 (1.871

Å, IM1). During the nucleophilic attack step, this proton builds
a covalent bond with O2 in the semiacetal intermediate (1.232
Å in TS2 and 0.991 Å in IM2) to facilitate the C2-OM2 bond
formation. The third step, hydride transfer, has a transition state
(TS3) with a five-membered ring (C2-H2: 1.368 Å, H2-SR1:
1.594 Å, Mo-SR1: 2.265 Å, Mo-OM2: 1.972 Å, OM2-C2:
1.345 Å).

For pathway C we reoptimized all stationary points with basis
set B2 and different functionals. Comparing the energy profiles
of B3LYP/B1 and B3LYP/B2 (see Figure 8 and Table 1), there
is hardly any influence of the enlarged basis set (for details see
Supporting Information). Concerning the different functionals,
we find the expected behavior for the calculated transition states:
the more exact exchange the functional incorporates, the higher
are the calculated barriers for TS1 and TS2. TS3 differs from
this finding, as the calculated barriers (except the one for BP86)
are very similar in energy; in this case, the amount of exact
exchange in the functional affects the stability of the resulting
Mo(IV) more strongly than the barrier for TS3. For all
functionals except BHLYP, hydride transfer via TS3 is the rate-
determining step. Overall, the computed reaction profiles are
not too sensitive to the choice of basis set or functional, at least
in the qualitative sense, which provides justification for using
B3LYP/B1 calculations for a consistent comparison of different
pathways. We also note in this context, that B3LYP and
CCSD(T) results have been found to agree well in a related
system.13

The results reported here are from calculations on partially
solvated models (see section 2). We have also performed
calculations on pathway C using a more expensive, fully
solvated model which contains 34565 atoms (see Supporting
Information for model setup). The computed B3LYP/B1
(B3LYP/B2) barriers are 5.8 (7.3), 2.9 (3.2) and 11.1 (12.4)
kcal/mol for proton transfer, nucleophilic attack, and hydride
transfer, respectively. They are consistent with the B3LYP
results for the partially solvated model (see Table 1).

3.4. Pathway D: Glu869-Promoted Pathway with One
Additional Water Molecule. Pathway D is a variant of pathway
C with an additional water molecule bridging Glu869 and(60) Hille, R. Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2006, 191, 3–1926.

Figure 8. Influence of basis set and functional on energy profile.

Table 1. Calculated QM/MM-Energies in kcal/mol Relative to the
Energy of the Reactant for Different Basis Sets and Functionals;
Activation Barriers Relative to the Preceding Minima Are Given in
Parentheses

B3LYP/B1 B3LYP/B2 BP86/B2 BLYP/B2 BHLYP/B2

reactant 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TS1 4.7 (4.7) 4.6 (4.6) 1.8 (1.8) 3.4 (3.4) 6.7 (6.7)
IM1 -2.8 -1.7 -2.3 -0.8 -1.2
TS2 2.8 (5.6) 4.9 (6.6) 0.2 (2.5) 4.1 (4.9) 9.1 (10.3)
IM2 -8.9 -5.6 -8.4 -3.3 -7.5
TS3 -0.5 (8.4) 2.1 (7.7) -3.6 (4.4) 5.1 (8.4) 1.0 (8.5)
product -21.5 -19.0 -13.3 -6.8 -35.6
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AALD, which may facilitate the reaction by a better
precoordination of the substrate. The calculations on this
pathway explore the possible effect of water present in the
active site using the charged model. Classical MD simulations
confirm that the additional water molecule remains stable
in the active site during a 200 ps MD run (see Figure S11 in
the Supporting Information). Due to the similarities in
energetics and geometries between the charged and neutral
models in pathway C, we did not perform calculations using
the neutral model for pathway D.

Following the most favorable protocol found in pathway C,
we carefully moved the proton (HOM2) from the cofactor to
Glu869. In the calculations on pathway C, an important feature
of the first step is the formation of an H-bond between HOM2
and AALD:O2 immediately after the proton transfer which is
necessary to assist in the approach of AALD. The presence of
one water molecule between Glu869 and AALD does not favor
the reorientation of OE1-HOM2 group to form this H-bond.
Hence, after the proton HOM2 is delivered to OE1 with a barrier
of 4.9 kcal/mol, an additional energy of 2.1 kcal/mol (TS2 in
Figure 9) is needed for the corresponding rotation.

Taking advantage of the well-arranged conformation of the
active site, the C-O formation becomes a facile process with
a barrier of 3.6 kcal/mol. The hydride transfer is the rate-

determining step in the reductive half-reaction with a barrier of
8.7 kcal/mol. The whole reaction is exothermic by -17.7
kcal/mol. Hence, with regard to the energetics, pathway D is
comparable to pathway C and can be considered as an
alternative.

Figure 10 shows selected stationary points of pathway D. In
the educt, a water molecule is found between the substrate
acetaldehyde and Glu869 acting as an H-bond bridge (distances
of 1.820 and 1.739 Å, respectively). This water molecule helps
to anchor the substrate, and the H-bond with AALD:O2 may
also make AALD:C2 more electrophilic. After the oxidation of
the substrate, the water molecule may move up to bind to the
Mo atom and thus replenish the oxygen source. The initial
proton transfer proceeds via TS1 and produces intermediate IM1
which, due to the presence of the water molecule, has a large
distance between HOM2 and AALD:O2 (3.339 Å). The rotation
of the OE1-HOM2 group via TS2 leads to a strong HOM2-O2
interaction: the substrate adjusts its orientation such that the
HOM2-O2 distance decreases from 2.694 Å in TS2 to 1.676
Å in IM2. In the resulting IM2 conformation, the target atom
for the nucleophilic attack, C2, is already quite close to OM2
(2.364 Å) which facilitates the oxygen transfer from molybde-
num to C2 (barrier: 3.6 kcal/mol).

3.5. Pathway E: Protonated Glu869. Pathway E is the only
one that involves protonated Glu869: Initially, the substrate is
rearranged by changes in the H-bond orientation. Afterward,
there is a synchronous double proton transfer with concomitant
formation of the C2-OM2 bond followed by a hydride transfer
(H2) from acetaldehyde to SR1 (see Scheme 7).

In contrast to the previous models, it is not possible to store
the HOM2 proton from the cofactor at Glu869:OE1, as the latter
residue is already protonated. Therefore, HOE2 has to be
transferred at the same time to the substrate, i.e. to AALD:O2.
The thus activated substrate concomitantly forms the C2-O2
bond. As there is one additional proton in the QM region, the
subsequent hydride transfer, in contrast to all other setups, yields
a protonated acetic acid as product. The stationary points are
depicted in Figure 11, and the energy profile is shown in Figure
12.

Figure 9. QM/MM energy profile for pathway D from R2/B1 calculations.

Figure 10. Selected stationary points along pathway D from R2/B1 calculations.
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The barrier for such a “double proton transfer” in a single
step is rather high. Compared with pathway C (R1 region) there
is another complicating feature: In the lowest-lying educt,
HOM2 is no longer oriented toward Glu869, but forms a

hydrogen bond to the substrate, which leads to a less effective
precoordination. The initial phase of the reaction thus involves
reorientation of this hydrogen bond (reactant f IM1) as well
as C-O bond formation (IM1 f IM2). The effective barrier
for this initial phase is 16.2 kcal/mol (see Figure 12) as IM1
resides in a very shallow minimum and is thus in a fast
equilibrium with the reactant. For the final hydride transfer (IM2
f product), the barrier of 10.8 kcal/mol for pathway E is just
slightly higher than that for pathway C (8.5 kcal/mol). Compar-
ing the rate-determining barriers from the R1/R1p calculations,
pathway C is clearly favored over pathway E (8.5 vs 16.2
kcal/mol).

3.6. Pathway C: Mulliken Charges and Fold Angles. In this
section we analyze the changes of Mulliken charge distributions
and of the puckering of the five-membered ring during the
reductive half-reaction of pathway C. The results are similar
for the charged and neutral models, and thus we only discuss
the former ones to avoid repetition.

Scheme 7. Mechanism of Pathway E (Total Charge -1)

Figure 11. Stationary points along pathway E from R1p/B1 calculations.

Figure 12. QM/MM energy profile for pathway E from R1p/B1 calculations.
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3.6.1. Partial Charges. In organometallic catalysis, the
consumption of the substrate is often accompanied by charge
transfer and by a change of oxidation state of the metal center.
Hence, monitoring the charge flow may help to characterize
redox reactions. The reaction under study involves the
formation of a C-O bond (with concomitant weakening of
Mo-O) and the dissociation of a C-H bond (coupled to S-H
formation). The Mo atom is reduced formally from oxidation
state VI to IV, while the substrate (acetaldehyde, AALD) is
oxidized. To characterize this charge flow in more detail,
Figure 13 shows the change of the partial charges on selected
groups (Mo, C2, H2, OM2, SR1, and dithiolene) along
pathway C.

In the case of C-O bond formation, the negative charge flows
from the Mo-cofactor to the substrate and the target C2 is
reduced (see Figure 13a). In the intermediate (IM2 in Figure
7), AALD:O2 receives the proton HOM2 from OE1 and hence
becomes part of a hydroxide group. As a result of the
accumulation of negative charge on C2, the character of C2 as
a base is enhanced upon formation of the C2-OM2 bond which
will facilitate the following hydride transfer. For the hydride
transfer step (Figure 13b), C2 becomes more acidic when losing
the hydrogen atom H2, while Mo and SR1 are reduced. The
group charge on the Mo-cofactor becomes more negative which
implies a charge transfer concomitant with the migration of H2
from C2 to SR1.

The reduction of the Mo atom also affects the frontier orbitals
for the stationary points along the reaction path (Figure 14). In
the reactant (oxidized state), the HOMO mainly contains
contributions from dithiolene with πC)C and sulfur pz-orbital
components (denoted as πC)C - pz(S7′) - pz(S8′)), and the LUMO
is essentially an antibonding combination of the Mo in-plane
d-orbital and the p-orbital of SR1 (denoted as dxy(Mo) - px(SR1)).
In the product (reduced state), the dxy-orbital of Mo is occupied
due to the reduction of Mo atom. This is consistent with a study
on model compounds.61 The frontier orbitals of the intermedi-
ates, IM1 and IM2, have similar composition as those of the
reactant, and are thus not shown.

It has been proposed that the reduction of Mo is possibly a
Michaelis-like process through two single-electron steps62 via
a radical intermediate (formed by hydrogen rather than hydride
transfer). However, a later experimental study on the reduction

potential63 using different substrates did not support such an
assumption. We have tried to locate a radical intermediate (open-
shell singlet), which could further be reduced from Mo(V) to
Mo(IV) by a one-electron transfer along the Mo-O2 dative
bond. The calculation produced a closed-shell compound and
thus did not provide any evidence for an open-shell singlet. This
gives indirect support to the concerted two-electron reduction
of Mo atom.

3.6.2. Fold Angle. Another issue is the puckering of the
Mo-dithiolene ring. The conformation of the dithiolene
subunit has been observed to be slightly different in the
oxidized and reduced states both in model compounds64 and
in the enzyme.15 Enemark and co-workers61,65,66 suggested
that the dynamic variation of this unit may modulate the
nucleophilic attack of the hydroxide group to the substrate
and the following hydride transfer.

The fold angle (see Scheme 8) was monitored along
pathway C (Figure 15). It increases upon C-O formation
(by ∼3°) and decreases again during the hydride transfer.
This is not surprising when considering the trends in the
partial charges on the reactive moiety (Figure 13): the changes
in the fold angle are such that they help the cofactor to adapt
to the changes in the charge distributions. The dithiolene
ligand is an electron-rich group and can act as a “buffer” for

Figure 13. Mulliken charge distributions along pathway C. (Left) C-O formation. (Right) Hydride transfer. The position of the corresponding minima and
transition states is indicated (see Scheme 6 and Figure 7).

Figure 14. Frontier orbitals for reactant and product from the charged
model: Reactant: (A) HOMO. (B) LUMO. Product: (C) HOMO-1. (D)
HOMO.
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electrons. During C-O bond formation, the flow of electron
density from Mo to C2 is compensated by additional
interactions between pz-orbitals of the sulfur atoms of the
dithiolene-ligand (S7′ and S8′) and the empty dxy-orbital of
Mo (see Figure 14) which are strengthened by increasing
the fold angle of the dithiolene ring.61 By contrast, during
the hydride transfer, the positive charge on the cofactor is
partially neutralized, and the dithiolene now can recover its
original conformation. The more planar structure of the
dithiolene helps to delocalize the negative charge flowing to
Mo from the Mo)SR1 bond during the hydride transfer. As
the dxy-orbital has become the HOMO, the interactions with
the pz-orbitals of the sulfur atoms of the dithiolene become
repulsive, and the fold angle decreases.

4. Discussion

Our QM/MM results for the preferred pathway C suggest
that Glu869 acts as Lewis base to deprotonate the labile
hydroxide ligand and thus to activate the cofactor for
nucleophilic attack at the substrate followed by hydride
transfer. The oxidation of the substrate in the enzyme is thus
predicted to be a Lewis base-catalyzed stepwise process.

In comparison with recent QM model studies, we note that
Amano et al.13 also favor a scenario where the reaction
proceeds via a deprotonated cofactor; however, with forma-
mide as substrate they only find a concerted pathway with a
high barrier of ca. 35 kcal/mol, whereas QM/MM calculations
with acetaldehyde as substrate yield a much more facile
stepwise mechanism via a semiacetal intermediate that is
stabilized by the electrostatic interaction with the environ-
ment. The structure of the intermediate and some features
of our preferred pathway C are reminiscent of the stepwise
mechanism with a protonated cofactor reported by Zhang and
Wu;12 however, in their QM model study, the stepwise
mechanism is less favorable than the concerted one, contrary
to the present QM/MM results. Generally speaking, the
published QM model studies have not included the Glu869
residue which plays a crucial mechanistic role according to
our QM/MM results and the experimental evidence for
XHD.47 Inclusion of Glu869 may pose problems at the QM
level since this will create a dianionic QM model system,
with strong repulsion between the two negatively charged
entities (cofactor and Glu869), which may necessitate the
use of geometric constraints. By contrast, such situations are
handled quite naturally at the QM/MM level which properly
accounts for the stabilization of charged active-site species
by the protein environment.

5. Conclusion

The current QM/MM calculations aim at understanding the
reaction mechanism in aldehyde oxidoreductase, in particular
the catalytic effect of Glu869. Comparison among pathways
A, B, and C suggests that Glu869 plays a crucial role as a
Lewis base which promotes the cofactor to a more active
species. The QM/MM calculations indicate that the energetics
of the oxidation of acetaldehyde change significantly when
Glu869 is allowed to act as a Lewis base. By deprotonating
the labile hydroxide group, Glu869 facilitates C-O bond
formation by nucleophilic attack of the oxy-anion on the
substrate, and the subsequent hydride transfer becomes the
rate-determining step. The benefits from the proton transfer
prior to the C-O bond formation are 2-fold: (a) the OM2

atom becomes more basic and hence its nucleophilicity
increases; (b) the formation of an H-bond between HOM2
and O2 after the proton transfer perturbs the C2)O2 bond
and induces an electron flow to O2, which makes C2 more
electrophilic.

Two alternative scenarios based on pathway C have been
considered for the reductive half-reaction. In pathway D there
is an additional water molecule between Glu869 and acetal-
dehyde which may help to position the substrate and may
move to the Mo center after the oxidation of the substrate,
in order to facilitate product release and to act as oxygen
source for the next turnover. The QM/MM energy profiles
are similar for pathways C and D so that both seem feasible,
with a slight edge for pathway C. By contrast, pathway E is
less favorable. It involves a protonated Glu869 (unlike A-D)
which precludes the activation of the cofactor by Glu869
acting as a Lewis base (as in C and D), and the computed
effective barrier for pathway E is thus significantly higher
than those for pathways C and D.

In summary, our QM/MM calculations describe the oxida-
tion of acetaldehyde by the AOR enzyme as a Lewis base-
catalyzed stepwise process. The initial deprotonation of the
cofactor by Glu869 initiates a nucleophilic attack at the
substrate followed by hydride transfer. We are not aware of
any detailed experimental studies of this mechanism in AOR.
Our QM/MM results are consistent with experimental
evidence in related enzymes, i.e., on the crucial role of a
nearby Glu residue in xanthine dehydrogenase47 and oxygen
isotope labeling in xanthine oxidase.18,28 We hope that our

(61) Joshi, H. K.; Enemark, J. H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2004, 126, 11784–
11785.

(62) Page, C. C.; Moser, C. C.; Chen, X. X.; Dutton, P. L. Nature 1999,
402, 47–52.

(63) Stockert, A. L.; Shinde, S. S.; Anderson, R. F.; Hille, R. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2002, 124, 14554–14555.

(64) Stiefel, E. I.; Miller, K. F.; Bruce, A. E.; Corbin, J. L.; Berg, J. M.;
Hodgson, K. O. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1980, 102, 3624–3626.

Scheme 8. Fold Angle R Is Defined by Three Points: Mo, the
Center of S7′ and S8′, and the Center of C7′)C8′

Figure 15. Fold angle along pathway C.
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current QM/MM predictions will trigger corresponding
experimental studies in AOR.
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